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Working Together to Reach Forgotten Places





Working Together to Reach Forgotten Places
–

Adrian Reynolds, Graham Thomson, Dawn Thomson


How can churches in diverse contexts work together to reach people in 'forgotten places' with the gospel? What might partnership look like?
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Defining Extremism, Slavery Reparations, and Deep Fakes
–

Phil Topham, John Stevens, Graham Beynon


What is the definition of extremism vs free speech? How do we differentiate between guilt and consequences? How can we discern the truth of media?
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Church Ministry in a Global City
–

Adrian Reynolds, Johnny Prime, Trevor Archer


What is so important about London? What is the church landscape like in the city? What are the opportunities for the gospel?
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Independency: the Freedom to Be Faithful
–

Phil Topham, John Stevens


Independent churches are free to stand firm for biblical truth whilst reflecting the diversity of their individual contexts.
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London Leaders Thank Trevor Archer
–

Phil Topham


More than 100 people gathered at Stockwell Baptist Church in London to honour Trevor Archer as he stepped down from his role with FIEC.
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Emmanuel in Exeter
–

Phil Topham


A brand-new Independent church is going to be launched in Exeter this year.
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Introducing our Director for North Wales
–

Joel Murray


We are pleased to announce that Ben Midgely has joined our team of Local Directors, serving churches and their leaders in north Wales.
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Steps Along the Journey (The Hub 2024)
–

Matt Tromans


Men and women from across the country gathered in the Midlands for The Hub conference to seek God and consider their journey into church ministry.
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Charity Information



The Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches is a Charitable Incorporated Organisation registered in England and Wales with charity number 1168037 and in Scotland with charity number SC047080.
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